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Adequate knowledge of sport Sciences has great importance in achieving the peak of
success. However, the use of these sciences, without identifying the initial
prerequisites, limits the opportunity to use science effectively. According to this
content, among the duties of coaches other than knowledge of sport sciences and the
role of each in success is the ability to the talented forces for the desired field, which,
in the opinion of many experts and technology specialists, is an extremely important
factor and initial and necessary prerequisite for success in sport. Undoubtedly,
disregard for some factors or the initial and decisive prerequisites that lie under the
title of talent identification, although it does not make the possibility of success
impossible, but no doubt, will limit and weaken. The purpose of this research is to
investigate the obstacles of the talent identification in the sport field of football in
Guilan province. The statistical community of this study included the teams of
football sport of Guilan province in 16 counties with a total number of 324 people that
the number of samples of the present research is 162 according to Morgan's table.
The present research method is practical in terms of purpose, and in terms of method
of data collection, descriptive of the kind of correlation that is collected using
questionnaire, data required. The results of statistical data were analyzed using SPSS
software. The research findings indicate that the financial, supportive, protective,
infrastructure and … indicators are the obstacles affecting the talent identification in
the sport field of football in Guilan province and during the study, each of these
indicators was described separately, all of the hypotheses indicated the positive
effect of indicators on talent identification.
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